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A method is given for generalizing context free grammars to 
include infinite terminal sets. The new grammar has many of the 
properties of context free grammars (e.g. membership s decidable 
and recognition by a suitably generalized nondeterministie push- 
down device is always possible). Yet, treating each identifier as a 
separate terminal symbol, the grammar has enough power to describe 
all of the syntactic and semantic onstraints of the declaration 
structure for variables and labels in ALGOL-60. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the methods of automata 
theory to accommodate infinite input alphabets and to propose a method 
of describing computer languages such asALGOL-60 with more reliance 
on grammatical methods and less reliance on semantic onstraints. Our 
chief concern is a natural generalization of a context-free grammar which 
we call a context-free property grammar. The generalization is straight- 
forward and can be used in similar fashion to define regular property 
grammars, context-sensitive property grammars, etc. The chief result is 
that these context-free property grammars generate precisely the set of 
languages recognized by a nondeterministie pushdown table machine, 
which is a straight forward generalization of a pushdowa machine. 
Again it is clear that other kinds of automata have corresponding table 
versions. The language-machine correspondence is preserved in such a 
matter that efficient processing schemes for context free property 
grammars are suggested by the well-known schemes for context free 
languages. 
Before beginning, we mention some mathematical conventions used. 
If  A is a set, then A* represents the set of all finite sequences of elements 
from A. I f  w is in A*, then l(w) is the length of word w. The symbol e 
represents the null or length zero word. A typical element of A* wilt be 
described by al . . -  a~ with the understanding that if n = 0, the null 
string e is represented and there are no al in the string. I f  n is a positive 
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integer, then At' represents the set of n dimensional vectors whose com- 
ponents are from A. A typical element of A '~ is represented as (al, • • • , 
a~). If I is a set, then A t represents he set of all functions from I to A. 
Finally, 2 A represents he set of all subsets of A. 
TABLES 
Our basic plan is to generalize certain automata concepts by replacing 
certain finite sets with infinite sets. However, this extension must be 
carried out in a highly structured way if meaningful results are to be ob- 
tained. This is analogous to the problem of extending finite state machines 
to infinite state machines. An unstructured infinite state machine can 
recognize any set and is consequently uninteresting but a highly struc- 
tured extension such as is obtained by adding a blank tape to a finite 
state machine does yield sensible and interesting results. 
In order to obtain infinite sets of symbols such as terminal sets, state 
sets, and tape symbol sets, we define sets whose elements have two com- 
ponents, a finite component and an infinite component. The finite part 
comes from a finite set of "basic" elements uch as a set of basic input 
symbols, or a set of basic states. The infinite component is always a 
"table" obtained from an index set and a property set as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. If I has been designated as an index set and P as a 
property set, then we call any function r : I  --~ P a table from I to P. 
In this paper, we only use finite sets of properties, although certain 
semantic conditions (such as matching the number of parameters) 
could perhaps be nicely described with infinite property sets. The word 
"table" is used to suggest he symbol table of' a compiler. This is a good 
analogy to its use with a basic state symbol. When used with a basic tape 
symbol, it might represent a list such as the list of identifiers declared in 
a block. When used with a basic terminal, the table might represent a 
characteristic function showing which member of the class of identifiers 
or constants is represented by the basic symbol. I t  should be noted that 
we are not suggesting that a table is a good way of representing or imple- 
menting these concepts. We are using it as a uniform way of representing 
these things for purposes of developing the theory and exposing its 
structure. 
It  is important to limit the use of the tables in order to get meaningful 
languages. In the ease of grammars, we will achieve this by treating each 
element of the index set independently of all other elements. In the ease 
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of machines, we also insist that each element of the index set by treated 
independently; i.e., the machine can reassign properties to an element of 
the index set only on the basis of the properties assigned to that element 
in the various tables currently available to the machine. This reassign- 
ment will be determined through the use of merging functions defined 
as follows: 
DEFINITION 2. If 3 is the set of tables from I to P and m is a nary 
function m: 5 ~ -~ 3, then we call m a merging function if and only if there 
exists a function f :P  ~ --~ P such that r = re (n ,  . . .  , r~) satisfies 
T(i) = f(T~(i), . . . ,  ~( i ) )  
for all i in I. We will say that f determines m. 
Although we are not very concerned at this point with methods of 
representing tables or suggestions as to which classes of tables will arise 
naturally from real language applications, there is one kind of table 
which is so very natural that we will study a few of its special properties. 
DEFINITION 3. If r is a table from I to P and p is a property in P 
such that {i in I I r (i) ¢ p} is finite, then p will be called a neutral 
property for r. If p is a neutral property for all tables in a set 5 of tables 
from I to P, then p is called a neutral property for 3. 
Tables with a neutral property can be specified in a very natural way, 
namely by listing the elements of the index set that do not have the neu- 
tral property and indicating which property they do have. The property 
of a given element can be determined by checking the finite list and then 
assuming it has the neutral property if it is not found on the list.The 
neutral property is associated in applications with those identifiers that 
do not appear anywhere in a given input string or are otherwise"invisible." 
CONTEXT-FREE PROPERTY GRAMMAR 
The language generated by a property grammar is best understood by 
means of the intermediate concept of an "extended grammar." The 
definitions associated with an extended context-free grammar are exactly 
those associated with classic context-free grammars except hat the sets 
are not restricted to be finite. Formally, these definitions are as follows: 
DEFINITION '~. An extended context-free grammar ~ is a four-tuple 
((~, 9Z, 6l, a) where (~ is a set of extended terminals, ~ a set of extended 
nonterminals, 6t a set of ordered pairs (8, w) called extended rules such 
that ~ is in 9Z and co is in (a U 9Z)*, and a is an extended nonterminal 
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called the startiag ~ymbol. We write 
e -+~in~ 
if and only if there exist ~1, ~2, ~oa in (a IJ ~)*  and ~ in ~ such that 
= col ¢w3, ~ = ~1 ~o~ co3, and (¢, ~o2) is in ~. When 9 is understood, the 
phrase "in ~" may be omitted. Rule (¢~, ~o2) may now be written as 
-+ ~2. We write 
if and only if there exists an 1 ->_ 0 and a set of ~0i in (a U 9Z)* for 0 -<__ j <~ l
such that ~ = e0, ~b = ~oz, and oaj --+ ~oi~ in 9 for all 0 N j < 1. The se- 
quence ~00 • • • ~o, is called a derivation of ~ from ~ and I is called the length 
of the derivation. 
We use the notation L9 to represent 
{w in S* l a ~ ~o in g}. 
The set L~ is called the language generated by 9- 
We can now make our definitions for context-free property grammar. 
As only one kind of property grammar is defined in this paper, we often 
say "property grammar" instead of "context-free property grammar." 
The property grammar is in effect a finite method of specifying certain 
extended grammars. 
DEFINITION 5. A context-free property grammar G is an 8-tuple (P, I, 
B, (~, N, R, S, e) where 
1) P is a finite set of properties; 
2) I is an arbitrary index set; 
3) B is a finite set of basic terminals; 
4) a is a subset of B X P~ called the terminal set; 
5) N is a finite set of basic nonterminals; 
6) R is a finite set of ru/es of the form 
(A, ~, X)  
where left-hand side A is in N, right-hand side o~ is in (B U N)*, 
and vector set X is a subset of p~(~)+l; 
7) S is an element of N called the starting basic symbol; 
8) e is a function from I to P called the starting table. 
Extended context-free grammar 9 = ((~', 9Z, ~t, a) is called the ex- 
tended grammar determined by G if and only if 
1 ) (~' = ~, 
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2) ~ = N × px, 
3) a = (S ,~) ,and 
4) (~ contains extended rule (So, r0) --) ($1, rl) " "  (S,, r ,)  for 
(So, r0) in ~ and ($1, rl) . . .  (Sn, r,) in (a (J ~)*  if and only 
if 
(So, S1 . . .  S , ,  X) 
is a rule of R for some X such that 
X ~ { (ro (i), . "  , "r, (i)) for i in I}. 
Language Lv generated by ~ also called the language generated by G 
and is sometimes written La.  
We have found it helpful to represent a rule such as (A, bXY, { (0, 1, 
1, 1), (0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 2, 1, 1)} ) in the following graphic form: 
A-*bXY 
0 111 
0 000  
1 211 
This display enables one to visualize the correspondence of vector com- 
ponents with the basic symbols. When this rule is used in a derivation, 
each element i in the index set must "satisfy" one of the vectors. That is, 
it may have property 0 in the tabie at A, and property 1 in the table for 
b, X and Y or it may have property 0 in all tables or it may have property 
1 in the tables of A, X and Y and 2 in the table of b. 
The display also shows why we call bXY the "right-hand" side. The 
A --~ bXY  may be considered a rule in an "underlying" grammar with 
nonterminal set N and terminal set B. 
Notice that in permitting arbitrary subsets of B X pX to be used for 
terminal set (~, one has great flexibility for choosing a suitable combina- 
tion of basic terminals and tables to represent the lexical entities of a 
particular language. For real applications, one expects that these termi- 
nals will be constructive in some sense. In a later section, for example, we 
discuss methods of representing the terminal set in a property grammar 
for ALGOL-60 with tables that have at most one element with a non- 
neutral property. 
Although arbitrary tables are permitted with basic nonterminals, it 
will be seen that reasonable choices of tables for a and ~ often permit one 
to restrict he nonterminal set to be from a similar reasonable class. 
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Notice also that the grammar is both "local" and "static." It  is local 
in the sense that the correctness of a derivation depends only on there 
being a correct relation between each nonterminal and its immediate 
descendants. I t  is static in the sense that no order of derivation is re- 
quired or implied. 
Readers who wish to know more about the intended applications or 
who want an example worked out before seeing the theory may elect to 
read the section entitled "Application to ALGOL-60" before reading all 
the way through this section. 
We now define an important normal form: 
DEFINITION 6. A_ context-free property grammar G = (P, I, B, a, N, 
R, S, ~ ) is said to be in bottom-up normal form if and only if 
1) the starting basic nonterminal S does not appear in the right- 
hand side of any rule of R; 
2) the symbol S is the left-hand side of exactly one rule called the 
initial rule; 
3) for each rule r = (Ao, A1 • • • A , ,  X)  of R other than the i~fitial 
rule, there exists a function fr: P'~ --~ P such that (p0 • • • p. ) ~ X 
if and only if po = if,. (pl, • ' • , p,~). 
Note that in the case of an e-rule (i.e., n = 0) condition 3 says that f~ has 
no variables (i.e. is a constant) and consequently X consists of a single 
element p0 (i.e. the value of f~). 
The importance of grammars in this normal form is that once a poten- 
tial parse of a terminal string is obtained which satisfies the conditions 
of the underlyfilg rammar, the proper (i.e., only possible) tables for the 
basic nonterminals can be computed at once working bottom-up and 
verified at the initial production. Thus a manageable underlying ram- 
mar makes a manageable extended grammar. Now we see that all gram- 
mars can be put into this form. 
THEORm~ 1. For every context free property grammar G --- (P, I, B, 
if, N, R, S, ~), there is a bottom-up normal form grammar which generates 
the same language. 
Proof. We shall specify an equivalent bottom-up Imrmal form gram- 
mar 
G'= ( f ' , I ,B , (~,NU{S ' I ,R ' ,S ' ,~- )  
where 2 P is the set of all subsets of P, S' is a symbol not in N, and R' is 
to be defined below. The one element subsets of P are to be identified with 
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the elements of P and so the starting table ~ and the table components of
elements in (~ are regarded as mapping I into 2 P when used with G'. 
The initial rule of R' is (S', S, X)  where 
X = { (P:,  P~) in 2 p X 2 ~ ] P: has one element and P: ~ P2}. 
For each rule r = (Ao, A: • • • Am, X)  in R and sets Pj in 2 p for 1 < j <= n, 
let 
.f~(P1, "'" ,P~) = {poinP ] (po " "  p,)  is inX  for some 
and let 
where 
if and only if 
(p: . . .  p , )  in P1 "'" P,} 
(Am, A : ' "  A , ,X ' )be inR '  
(Po, ' "" , P , )  is in X' 
P,  = f (P1 ,  " "  , P , ) .  
The resulting rammar is obviously in bottom-up normal form. 
Before we verify that G' generates the same language as G, we illustrate 
the transformation of a non-initial production ~ith an example. If 
P = {0, 1} and the following rule was in G: 
S- - - *X  Y 
0 O0 
0 10  
1 10  













o, :} Io} 
:} {o, 1} 
{o, :} {o, 1} 
{o} {o, :} 
{o, 1} {~} 
{o} { } 
+7 other vectors. 
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Returning to the proof, let 5 be the set of ~ll tables from I to P and 
let 5' be the tables from I to 2 P. The proof hinges on the following inter- 
mediate result: If (R1, al) " "  (R~, ~)  is in ((~ (J (N X 5))* and 
(S~, rl ') " "  (S~, r~') is in ((2 (J (N X 5'))*, then there exist a j  in 5' for 
1 < j <__% m such that 
(1) a~(i) is in a j ( i )  for all i in I 
and 
(2 )  (R~,  ~, ' )  . . .  (R , , ,  , , J )  ~ (S~,  "~,') . . .  (S~,  ~'~') 
if and only if there exist r~ in 5 for 1 < j --5_ m such that 
(3) r~ (i) is in r~' (i) for all i in I 
and 
(4)  (R I ,  ffl) ' ' "  (B in ,  o-m) :::o (S l ,  T1) "*" (Sn ,  Tu), 
We will show it is true for the relation " - - ) "  and the intermediate r sult 
will follow by induction. Suppose that R~, Ss, a~., and r j  are given for 
appropriate j and assume that there exist a/satisfying (1) and (2) with 
"--+" instead of "~" .  By definition of "--~", there exists a k such that (2) 
can be written ~s 
where 
~ = ( /~ ,  ~( )  . . .  
! 
(~-~,  ~k-~' ) -- ( ,s l ,  ~1') • • • (s~_~,  ~-1' ) 
t 
~ (S~, "~ ) (S . - . ,÷~,  ' ) --~ " " • Tn- -m-~k 
~ = (Rk+t , ' , (S  ..... +k~l , ~" .... .  +k41) (Sn ~'n') ~k+~) "'" (R. ,  ~, , ' )  . . . , 
and (Rk, zk') ~ ~ is an extended rule of G' based on rule r of R'. Let 
I 
r~ = a~ for 1 =< j =< k. Because zj = rj for these values of j and because 
of (1), condition (3) holds for j  < t:. Similarly let rj = zj+ . . . . .  for n - m 
+ £ < j =< n and (3) is satisfied for j > n - m + k. By construction of
! 
the f for rule r, it is possible to choose r~ (i) in ~ (i) for k =<- j -< n - m -[- k 
such that (at, (i), rk (i), . . .  , r ..... +k (i)) is in the vector set of the rule in 
R corresponding to r. Thus r~ satisfying (3) have been found for all j and 
the extended rule (Rk, zk) -~ (Sk, rk) " .  (S ..... +k, r~-~+k) applied to 
(R~, at.) in (R1, z,) • • • (R .... ~)  gives (4). Thus suitable r~ have been 
shown to exist. 
Conversely, assume that rj exist satisfying (3) and (4) with "--)" 
instead of "~" .  We can write (4) as 
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where 
o:1 = (R1, Zl) "" (Rk-1, ak-1) = (81, ri) . ." (Sk-1, ~-1)  
~2 = (& ,  ~)  - - .  (S~_~+~, ~_~+~) 
~ = (R~+I, -~+1) . . .  (R~,  ~)  = (S~_~+~+~, H+~- I )  . . .  (S~, ~)  
and (Rk, zk) --* ~02 is an extended rule r of G based on rule r of R. Let 
! I • 
aj for 1 ---_ j < k be the table such that a~. (9) is the one element set 
{rj( i ) /  for ~11 i in I and let zj' for k < j < m be defined by ~i' (i) = 
lr~+~_~ (i)}. Relation (1) holds for these j because the zj are equal to the 
appropriate rl and because (3) is assumed. Only ~S remains to be defined. 
Define 
~' (i) = f (~( i ) ,  . . . ,  ~_~( i )  ) 
for all i and I and (1) holds for j = k by the construction of f. Thus the 
intermediate r sult holds both ways for relation "-*",  and we omit the 
induction which extends it to "~" .  
Returning to the main proof, we will next show that Lo, c Lz.  Sup- 
pose that 
(S', e) --~ (S, r ' )  ~ (bl, rl') . . .  (5~, r~') 
in G' where (bj, r3') is in a for 1 -< j =< n. Since ~ (i) is in r' (i) for all i 
by construction of the initial production, we can apply the intermediate 
result to find tables rj from I to P such that ri(i) is in rj~ (i) and 
(~ ,~)  ~ (51 ,~ ' i )  " ' "  (5n ,  7"n). 
Since each rj' (i) is a one element set by virtue of the fact that (bj, r j )  
is in (t, we must have Ti = r j  and so (51, -rl') . . .  (b~, t~') is also a word 
in La. 
Now we will prove La ~ Lo, • Suppose that 
(S ,~)~ (51,rl) " "  (5~,7~) 
inGwhere (b: , T: ) is in a for l < j  < n. For all i in I and l = j  =< n 
define r:' (i) = {~ (i)}. By the intermediate r sult, there exist a r' such 
that e (i) ~ r t (i) for all i in I and 
(S , r ' )~  (b~,r~') . . .  (5~,r~') = (51,rl) . . -  (5~,r~) 
in G'. But initial rule (S', ~) -~ (S, r ' )  may be applied and so 
(S ' ,e )~ (b~,rl) .-- (5~,r.)  
and the containment and the theorem are proved. 
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The construction i  the above proof will generally resultinmoreprop- 
erties and vectors than are actually required. Thus, for specific applica- 
tions, it is advisable to avoid this construction where possible. One w,ry 
helpful technique for this is suggested by the treatment of the property 
represented by the null set. By construction, once an element of I is as- 
signed the null set, it will have that property at all higher nodes of a 
derivation and can therefore never be assigned the value required by the 
starting table. Thus the null set is used as an error flag which prevents 
the sequence from being in the language. 
We are interested in conditions under which we can restrict he use of 
extended nonterminals. To do this, we define a restriction formally. 
DEFINITION 7. If ~ = (a, ~, 6l, a) is an extended context-free gram- 
mar and 3 '  is a subset of ~, we call oo' = (a, ~',  61', a) where 
6t' = {(a,~0) in61]a  • 9Z'andw C (aU~' )*}  
the restriction of 9 to 9Z'. 
One such restriction is considered in the next lemma. I t  is simply a 
useful formulation of the rather elementary fact that elements with the 
same properties at the beginning and end of a derivation can be assigned 
the same properties in the middle. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = (P, I, B, a, N, R, S, +) be a context-free property 
grammar, ~ = ((~, 9Z, 6t, @, ~ ) ) the extended grammar for G, let 
(1) (R l ,a l )  . . -  (Rm,z~)~ (St ,r1)  . . .  (S. ,r~) 
in ~, and let "~"  be the equivalence relation on I such that i~ ~ i: if  and 
only i f  (~(i~) = zj(i~) for 1 <= j <= m and rj(i~) = r~(i.~) for 1 <= j <= n. 
Then relation (1) holds for the restriction of ~ to N X 5 where 
5 = l o I i l  ~ i~ implies o (i~) = p (i2)t. 
Proof. Let ~ be a mapping from I to I which sends each i into a repre- 
sentative of its equivalence class under "~" .  We mean by this that ~ is a 
function such that ~ (i) ~ i and such that il ~ i2 implies ~ (il) = f (i2). 
For each table ~ from I to P, let +(a) be the table p such that p(i) = 
@ (i)) for all i. We note that 4s (a) must be in 5 and that • (o) = p for 
all p in 5. We extend + to sequences in (a U ~)*  by 
(~((Q~,ol) " "  (Q , ,m))  = (QI ,+(ol) )  " "  (Q,, +(p,)). 
Now let ~01 --~ . . . .  ~ ¢o~ be the derivation of (1) required by Definition 4. 
We claim that ~(~ol) . . .  +(~oz) is a derivation of (1) in ~ restricted to 
N X 5. To see this, first observe that 
tip (501) = 5Ol = (R1 ,  if1) ' "  (Rm,  O'm) 
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and 
(~,) = ~ = (S1,T~) " "  (S~,~n) 
since • leaves elements of 5 fixed and the ai and r~ are in 5. To verify that 
(o~i) -~ • (w j+l ), we observe that the representatives of each equivalence 
class satisfy the appropriate vector condition due to the fact that they are 
unchanged by • and each of the other i in I must also satisfy the vector 
condition since it is treated exactly the same as the representative ¢ (i). 
The first application of the lemma is the following: 
THEOREM 2. I f  G = (P, I, B, (~, N, R, S, ~ ) is a context-free property 
grammar and (~ is finite, then La is a context-free language. 
Proof. Let "~"  be the equivalence relation on I defined by il ~ i2 if 
and only if e(il) = ~( i2 )  and z(il) = a(i2) for all z such that (b, a) is 
in (t for some b in B. Let 5' be the set of tables p from I to P such that 
/1 ~-~ i2 implies p(i~) = p(i2). Because a is finite, relation "~"  deter- 
mines a finite set of equivalence classes and thus 5' is finite. Let ~' = 
(a, N X 5', ~', (S, r))  be the restriction to N X 5' of the extended 
grammar for G. Since (~ and N X 5' are finite, so is (~' and ~' is there- 
fore a context free grammar. 
Suppose that (S, ~ ) ~ x in G where ~ is in a* and let ~ be the set of 
Lemma 1. Since 3 ___ 3', the lemma implies that (S, r) ~ w in ~' and thus 
La c_ Lg,. Obviously Lg, C La and so Lo is generated by context-free 
grammar ~'. 
Since context-free languages can obviously be described by property 
grammars, we see that context-free grammars have the same power as 
context-free property grammars when applied to finite sets. Therefore, 
property grammars cannot have any closure properties that context-free 
grammars do not have. The property grammars and context-free gram- 
mars also share the property of being closed under finite unions although 
we omit the rather elementary proof. 
Since a context-free grammar is essentially a trivial property gram- 
mar, it is also clear that unsolvable problems about context-free gram- 
mars are also unsolvable for property grammars. We therefore turn our 
attention to the two most important solvable context-free problems, 
namely membership and emptiness. 
Because of the totally unconstructive nature of the terminal set Ct and 
starting table e of Definition 5, it is virtually impossible to decide any- 
thing about all property grammars. Thus the hypothesis of any positive 
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result must contain some restriction on (~ and ~. In the theorem which 
follows, we show that membership is decidable when a rather general 
and n'aturM restriction is placed on (~ and ~. 
THEOREM 3 (Membership): Suppose that G = (P, I, B, a, N, R, S, ro) 
is a context-free property gram mm' a:nd 
= (b , ,  .~,) . . .  (b~, ~-,,) 
is a string in (~*. Suppose further that finite sets P, B, N, a~d R m'e given 
explicitly and that it is possible to construct the set 
V = {(po, " " ,p~) inP~+~]3 i in  I ) r~(i) = Psf°rO-< j-<_ n}. 
Then theJ'e is an effective test to decide if co is in La. 
Proof. First construct he set V. Using V as an index set, construct 
tables z~ for 0 < j < n such that 
~,((p0,  . . . ,  p, ,))  = p, 
for all (po, " "  , p~) in V. Construct he set 
t~' = l (b , ,z j )  for 1 < j < n} 
and we have constructed a grammar G' = (P, V, B, (t', N, R, S,) z0for 
which each component is finite. Construct the extended eontext4ree 
grammar ~'for G' using the obviously constructive defnitions. Grammar 
~' is of course just a context-free grammar due to the finiteness of g'. 
We claim that 
( ,~ , r0 )~ (b~,r~) . . .  (b~,r~) 
in extended o~ for G if and only if 
(S, a0)~ (b,,z~) . . .  (b , , ,~)  
in oo' and we know from the theory of context-free languages that the 
truth of this second relation can be effectively determined from ~'. 
The claim that the two relations are equivalent can be seen by observ- 
ing that ~' is essentially the restriction of ~ to the N X a of Lemma 1 
except that the equivalence classes under "~"  are represented by the 
elements of V. Thus we hit.re determined whether or not co is in Lc. and 
the theorem is proved. 
We now show that the emptiness problem for property grammars is 
not solvable, even if all the relevant ables have a neutral property. The 
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formal definition of a "grammar with neutral property" is given later in 
Definition 8. 
THEOREM 4. It is recursively unsolvable to determine whether a (right- 
linear) property grammar (with neutral property) generates any sequences. 
Proof. Given an autonomous deterministic counter machine, we will 
show how to construct a grammar which generates a sequence if and only 
if the counter machine stops. Since the halting problem for two counter 
machines is unsolvable, so is the problem of the theorem. 
Given a counter machine with set C of counters, we construct a prop, 
erty set P consisting of (neutral) property p0 and properties pc and pc 
for each c in C. We let the index set I be the set of integers and let the 
basic input symbol set B be the set of all subsets of C. 
Let 5 be the set of tables from I to P such that for each counter c in C, 
exactly one integer has value p~ and exactly one has value pc'; and let 
6t = B X 5. Let basic nonterminal set N be the set of states of the counter 
machine and let the starting non-terminal be the starting state. Let the 
starting table be the table ~ such that ~ (i) = p0 for all i in I. 
For each extended nonterminal, the basic component will represent 
the control state of some configuration of the counter machine and the 
number of table entries with value pc will represent the number in counter 
c. Property pc' ~ill not appear in these tables. All that remains is to 
define rules which imitate the counter machine. 
Suppose that when the counter machine is in state s and A is the set of 
counters which are zero, the machine changes to state s' and increases 
or decreases various counters by one. Letting A = C - A, we define a 
corresponding rule 
(s, As', X)  
in R where X is the union of the following seven sets: 
1) { (po, po, po)}; 
2) { (pc, po, Pc)l c is in A} 
3) { (p0, pc, P0)t c is in A/ 
4) { (pc, pc, Pc)l c is in A and is not to be decreasedl 
5) { (p~, p~, p0)l c is in fi and is to be decreased} 
6) { (p0, p J, p0)l c is in C and is not to be increased} 
7) { (p0, pc', pc)l c is in C and is to be increased} 
Finally, if s is a stopping state, we add a rule (s, e, P)  to R. 
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We claim that the grammar has extended rule 
(s, ~) ~ (A, ~)(s', ~') 
based on rule (s, As', X )  of R where A must satisfy 
A = {c in CIr ( i )  v~p~ foral l  i in I} 
and the number of integers ~ith property pc in r differs from that of r' 
in the manner prescribed by the transition rules of the counter machine. 
To verify this, observe that if counter c is in A, then pc is excluded from 
r because it doesn't appear as the first component of any vector in X. If 
c is not in A, then X requires that r (i) = pc for that i such that ~ (i) = pc 
(which exists by definition of (t) and thus an occurrence of pc is assured. 
That c is incremented correctly is easily seen by inspecting sets 4 to 7. 
Therefore, the one and only way to derive a sequence in the grammar is 
to start with the starting state and follow the actions of the counter to a 
stopping state in which case an e rule may be applied to finish the deri- 
vation. 
We conclude this section with some results about neutral properties. 
DEFINITION 8. Property grammar G = (P, I, B, (~, N, R, ~, e) is said 
to have neutral property po if po is in P, p0 is a neutral propertyfortheset 
le} U l¢ I (b ,z )  is in Ct for some b in B}, 
and the vector set of each rule in R contains a vector with all compo- 
nents equal to p0 • 
If a grammar has a neutral property p0, then only tables with neutral 
property p0 need be used in a derivation, as the next result shows. 
THEOREM 5. ]f property gran~mar G = (P, I, B, (t, N, R, ~, ~ ) has 
neutral property po, ~ is the extended g~'ammar for G, and ~ is the set of all 
tables from I to P ~,ith neutral property po, then Lo is generated by ~ re- 
stricted to N X 5. 
Proof. If (b~, rl) . . .  (b~, r , )  in Lo has derivation ¢Ol --~ . . .  --. c0z, 
then a corresponding derivation is obtained in the restricted grammar by 
replacing each table o in the derivation with a table p' such that 1) 
o'( i)  =p0 i fe ( i )  =p0andr j ( i )  =p0for l  N j  =<nand2) o'(i) = p(i) 
otherwise. We omit details. 
Finally, we show that bottom-up normal forms may be found which 
preserve the neutral property. 
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THEORE~I 6. For overly property grammar G = ( P, I, B, (t, N, R, ~, ~ ) 
with neutral property po, there is a bottom-up normal form grammar with 
neutral property which generates the same language. 
Proof. We wish to modify the grammar G so that the construction i  
the proof of Theorem 1 results in a grammar whose neutral property is 
the one element set {p0}. 
The first step is to modify the grammar so that 
(*) i in I has neutral property p0 at a nonterminal in a derivation only 
if all descendent symbols assign p0 to i. 
In order to achieve this, a new property po' is added to P and the vector 
sets of the productions are modified so that occurrences of po' replace 
precisely those occurrences of p0 which do not satisfy (*). A sample 
modification would be the replacement of vector (po, pl, po) by vectors 
(pJ, pl, p0) and (po', pl,  po'). We omit a full description of these 
modifications. 
The second step is to modify the grammar so that (*) becomes an if 
and only if condition. The problem is that the vector set of a rule might 
contain a vector such as (pl, p0, p0) which would allow an i in I to be 
assigned property p~ even though it was assigned p0 at all descendent 
nodes. The solution is to insist that such an i be assigned property p0 and 
allow the fact that i might have been assigned p~ in the old grammar be 
"remembered" by the basic nonterminal symbol. To do this, N is re- 
placed by N X 2 FUI P;J and then each of the old rules is replaced by a set 
of new rules as required by the interpretation. For example, rule 
(A, BC, { (p0, p0, pu), (Pl, p0, p0), (p], pl, pl)}) 
is replaced by 
((A, R U {p~} ), (B, R) (C, R ), I (po , po , po ), (p, , p~ , pl)} ) 
for all R c P LJ {p0}. Again we omit a full description. 
Having modified the grammar so that (*) holds both ways, the con- 
struction of the proof of Theorem 1 will result in f~ such that 
/~(lP0}, "'" , IP0}) -- {Po} 
and {p0} will be a neutral property for the resulting rammar. 
PUSHDOWN TABLE MACHINE 
In this section, we define a nondeterministic pushdown table machine 
and show that it can accept exactly those sets defined by a context-free 
property grammar. 
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Informly a pushdown table machine is just like a conventional push- 
down machine, except hat the input alphabet, the tape alphabet and the 
state set all consist of a finite part and a table part, The permissible 
operations of the machine are determined only by the finite parts. The 
operations combine the conventional changes with mergers of the visible 
tables. 
DEFINITION 9. A nondeterministic pushdown table machine M is de- 
scribed by a 13-tuple (P, I, B, (~, S, T, R, ~, ~, t, ~, S~ , P=) where 
1 ) P is a finite set of propertie~; 
2) I is an arbitrary index set; 
3) B is a finite set of basic inputs; 
4) a is a subset of B X P~ called the input set; 
5) S is a finite set of basic states; 
6) T is a finite set of basic tape symbols; 
7) R is a finite set of rules described below; 
8) ~ is an element of S called the starting basic state; 
9) e is a function from I to P called the starting state table; 
10) t is an element of T called the starting basic tape symbol; 
11) ~ is a function from I to P called the staT'ting tape table; 
12) S~ is a subset of S called the set of accepting states; 
13) Pa is a subset of P called the set of accepting properties. 
The set R of rules is partitioned into a set of input rules and a set of e 
rules. An input rule is a pair whose left-hand side is an element of 
B X S X T and whose right-hand side is an element of (S X F~) X 
(T X F3)* where F~ is the set of all functions from p.S to P. An e rule is a 
pair whose left-hand side is an element of S × T and whose right-hand 
side is an element of (S X F2) X (T × F2)* where F.~ is the set of func- 
tions from p2 to P. In the case where the component from (T X Fz)* or 
(T X F2)* is e, the rule is called a popping rule. 
An extended input rule of M based on input rule 
[(b, ~, t), ((s0,50), (t~ ,A)  " "  ( t~,A)) ]  
of R is a pair of the form 
[((b, 0), (s, ~), (t, ~)) ,  ((So, to), (t~, r) . - .  (t~, r~))] 
satisfying ~-j = mj (p, z, r ) for 0 5 j < n where m~ is the merging function 
determined by fj.. Similarly, an extended erule of M based on e rule 
[(s,t),  ((so,t0), (tl,.[t) " "  (tn,f~))] 
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of R is a pair of the form 
[(~, (s, ~), (t, ~)), ((80, To), (t l ,  ~1) . . .  (t~, ~))] 
satisfying rj = mj (z, r)  for 0 =< j =< n where mj is the merging function 
determined by f j .  These definitions include the popping rules (ease 
n = 0) where (t l ,A)  "'" (tn, f~) represents e.
We call S X P~ the set of extended states of M and (7' X pr ) ,  the set of 
tapes of M. A pair (8, oo) for 8 in S × pr and oo in (T X pr ) ,  is called a 
configuration of M. Configuration ( 0, ~), (~, ~ ) ) is called the starting con- 
figuration and a configuration ((s, z), e) with s in Sf and a( i )  in Pf  for 
all i in I is called an accepting configuration. 
If (/~1,001) and (82, oo:) are configurations of M and a is in a [J {e}, we 
write 
( i l l ,  OOl) ~ (82, 092) under a 
if and only if there exist 3' in T X P~ and ~i and ~2 in (T X P~)* such that 
oo~ = 3'¢~, oo~ = ~ ¢2, and 
[ (~, ~, 3"), (8~, ~)] 
is an extended rule of M. If c and c r are configurations of M and ~b is in 
a*, we write 
c~c  ~ under ~b 
if and only if there exists an integer n > 0, configurations cj for 0 < j < n, 
t 
and a i in  akJ le} for 0 =< j < n - 1 such that co = c, c~ = c, 
a0 . . .  a~_l = ~b and c~. -~ cj+l under a~. for 0 < j < n - 1. We say that 
~b in a* is accepted by M if there is an accepting configuration c such that 
(0,  ¢), (t, ~)) ~ c under ~b. We use the notation L .  to represent the set 
of all ~ in a* accepted by M. 
I t  should be noticed that the set of rules which m~y be extended and 
applied to a given configurution is independent of the configuration 
t~bles. The only test made on a table is at the very end when the properties 
assigned by the final state table must be checked to see if they are accept* 
ing properties. Also note that the tables ure merged eterministicMly and 
that ~n even more nondeterministic machine could be defined using non- 
deterministic mergers. 
We now establish one direction of the main theorem. 
LEMMA 2. I f  G = (P, I, B, a, N, R, S, ~ ) is a context-free property 
grammar, then there exists a nondeterministic pushdown table machine M 
such that L¢ = L M . 
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Proof. Because of Theorem 1, we may assume that G is in bottom-up 
normal form. The method of recognition Mll be a bottom-up non- 
deterministic analysis. We will in effect explain how a pushdown machine 
may be programmed todo this and will omit a mathematical construction 
of the actual state or rule sets. 
Let machine M have index set I, basic inputs B, and input set a. Let 
the basic tape symbols be T = B U N and the property set be {~ in 
P* I l(~) -< kt where l~ is the maximum length of a right-hand side in R. 
Let the starting tape symbol be (S, ~) and the starting state table e be 
given by ~ (i) = e for all i. Let there be one accepting state and let the 
set of accepting properties be P. 
The state set and rules are defined so that the machine in effect carries 
out a sequence of the subroutines described below in any order until the 
input sequence is accepted or rejected. The starting tape symbol (S, e) 
serves as a bottom marker and is used only in the final test. The machine 
will operate in such a manner that if the pushdown tape is the reversal 
of (S, e)e after input sequence ¢, then ¢0 ~ ¢ in G. The subroutines are 
the follm~qng: 
1) There is a subroutine which places the next input symbol on 
top of the stack. 
2) If (So, S~. . .  S , ,  X) is a non-initial rule of R in G and 
f :P"  --~ P is the function which determines X (recall that G is 
in bottom-up normal form) there is a subroutine as follows: 
First the table of the state is reinitialized to constant able e. 
Then for j going from n down to 1, top tape symbol (t~, r~) is 
removed, the values in the state table are changed from 
rl (i) " .  r~'-l(i) to r l( i )  . . . r j ( i ) ,  and basic tape symbol t~ is 
compared with Ss. If S~ ¢ t~, then the sequence is rejected and 
if Sj = ¢a. the process continues. After the n top symbols have 
been removed, the table r0 given by r0 (i) = f ( r l  (i), . . .  , r~ (i))  
is computed from the state table and the symbol (So, r0) is 
placed on the stack and the procedure nds. 
3) If (S, $1 . . .  S. , X) is the initial rule of R, then we apply a pro- 
eedure similar to 2. The state table is initialized to e and the top 
n tape symbols (/~, r j) are compared Mth the S j ,  and the 
properties tored as before in the state table. Now the top basic 
symbol is looked at to see if it is S. If not, the sequence is re- 
jeered. If so, then table ~ is computed where ¢(i) = e(i) if 
f ( i )e l ( i )  . . . .r , ,  (i) is in X and a(i) = e otherwise. The accept- 
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ing state is then entered, the state table is made ¢, and the final 
symbol is removed from the stack. 
Observe that subroutine 3 is completed and the final table has only 
accepting properties if and only if (S, e) --~ ($1, rl) • • • (Sn, r,) is an 
extended initial rule of G. 
The subroutines 2 check that (So, vo) ~ ($I , v~ ) • • • (Sn , r~) is an ex- 
tended production and insures that the key property ~ ~ ~ described 
above is preserved. Subroutine 1 simply enters a new input symbol on 
the tape. Altogether, a recognition sequence determines (in reverse or- 
der) a derivation sequence in G for the input sequence. Conversely a 
right derivation i  G determines an accepting sequence for M where o~a~ 
-+ ~0¢~ corresponds to changing the tape from ~o~ to ~0a before remain- 
ing input string ~ is read in. Thus La = LM and the lemma is true. 
Notice that the restriction to deterministic mergers was only possible 
due to the existence of the bottom-up normal form. If it is desired to per- 
form top-down analysis in the general case, then nondeterministic 
mergers must be allowed. However, this extra nondeterminism does not 
increase the class of languages that can be recognized by the machine. 
Nevertheless, it is quite possible that nondeterministic mergers may be 
required to obtain suitable generalizations to other types of automata. 
Also note that if the grammar has a neutral property, the construction 
can be modified a bit so that the set of all tables used by the machine 
has a neutral property. The basic idea behind this modification is to 
identify all strings of the neutral property with the neutral property and 
use the context of the table to decide how the neutral property is to be 
interpreted. 
We now prove the converse of Lemma 2. 
LEM,~IA 3. I f  M = (P, I, B, C~, S, T, R, ~, e, ~, ~, S~, P~) is a non- 
deterministic pushdown table machine, then there is a property grammar G 
such that L~ = Lq.  
Proof. We shall construct the grammar G. The properties of G will be 
P' = P~ U P. The index set will be I, the basic terminMs B, and the input 
set a. The starting basic nonterminM will be the symbol S and the basic 
nonterminal set will be N = (T × S X S) U {3}. Choosing some arbi- 
trary p0 in P, we define the starting table ~ by ~(i) = (~(i), ~(i), p0) 
for all i in I. All that remains is to construct the set R t of rules. For eack 
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sa in Sa,  let R' have an initial rule 
(~, (~, ~, so), 
! / f ! 
For each nonpopping input rule of R 
((b,s,t) ,  ((so,fo), (h , f l )  "'" ( t , , f~) ) )  
and for all (sz, - . .  , s,) in S ~, let R' have the rule 
((t, s, s,), b(h, So, sl) --" (t,, s,_l, s,), X) 
where X is the set of property vectors of the form 
I f  l I f  • • l 
[(p0, p0', p0 ), ~, (p~, p~, p~ ), • , (~,~, p~, p J ) ]  
where 
ff f? 




Ps = f](P, Po',po) for 1 < j  < n. 
((b, s, t), ((So ,fo), ~)) 
of R, Let R' have the rule 
( (t, s, so), b, { ( (pl , p2, p3), p ! p~ = fo(p, p2, pl)} ). 
For each ~ rule in R we construct a rule exactly as above except hat b is 
omitted or replaced by e as appropriate and p is omitted everywhere. 
The key to the proof lies in the interpretation f extended nonterminal 
((t, sl, s2), r). If r~, r2, and r3 are tables such that r( i)  -- (rl (i), r2 (i), 
r3(i)) for all i in I, then ((t, sl, s2), r) is to generate xactly those 
such that 
((sl,T2), (t, r l ) )~  ((s~,T3),e) under ~. 
Thus the extended nonterminal represents he condition that the machine 
is now in extended state (s~, t2) and contains a "prediction" that the 
machine will be in extended state (s2, r3) the next time it inspects the 
tape immediately below the top symbol (t, r~). 
The initial rule is used to select a final accepting configuration and set 
For popping input rule 
Plt tr ! = fo(p, po ' ,po) ,p :  = py+l for 1 =<j =< n-  l, 
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up a nonterminal indicating the starting configuration (by t, sl, p, and 
1)1) and the selected final configuration (by s2 and p2). The other rules 
correspond to machine operations and are set up so that the extended 
states predicted by the nonterminals are the states actually used to 
process the lower tape symbols. In the final step, the predicted state 
must match the selected final state. 
With these interpretations, it should be self-evident that enough in- 
formation is given in an accepting sequence of configurations to obtain a 
corresponding derivation in G and that there is enough information i a 
derivation to find a corresponding accepting sequence, We, therefore, 
omit these last notationally tedious details. 
Thus we have shown: 
THEOREM 7. The set of languages generated from context-free property 
grammars is the same as the set of languages accepted by nondeterministic 
pushdown table machines. 
Proof. This follows at once from Lemmas 2 and 3. 
APPLICATION TO ALGOL-60 
In order to model ALGOL-60 with a property grammar, one has to 
choose the terminal concepts, the grammar, and the properties. The 
choice depends on the degree to which one wishes to incorporate the 
semantics into the syntax and no one choice can be singled out as ideal. 
Thus the ideas discussed below should be considered as examples rather 
than as recommendations, and we do not exhibit a complete ALGOL 
grammar. 
One natural set of terminal concepts i obtained by treating the identi- 
fiers and constants as terminal concepts. This means that the basic 
terminal set will consist of two new symbols I and C plus all the ALGOL 
delimiters (except decimal point, base, and quotes) declarators, and 
specifications. The index set will consist of all ALGOL strings which can 
be derived from (identifer), (unsigned number}, (logical value}, and 
(string}. The property set will contain at least two properties, 0 and 1. 
The terminal set (~ will consist of the following: 
1) Pairs (I, ~) where table r assigns i to one identifier and 0 to 
everything else; 
2) Pairs (C, r) where table r assigns 1 to one constant and 0 to 
everything else; 
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3) Pairs (b, r ) where b is a basic terminal other than I or C and r 
assigns everything 0.
Due to the simple nature of the tables in 1-3 above, we can use a much 
simpler notation for elements of (~. Pair (I, r) will be presented as Ii 
where j is the identifier such that r (3") = 1. Similarly pair (C, r) is repre- 
sented by C~.. Finally (b, r) is represented simply as b. Thus sample 
elements of a would be Ijo~, C3.7 and else. We call this subscript notation. 
Obviously this notation can be used whenever the terminal set is chosen 
so that ~11 terminal pairs have tables such that at most one element of 
the index set is assigned a nonneutral property and the nonneutral 
property is determined by the basic symbol. Although this is a strong 
restriction, we believe all present programming languages can be repre- 
sented this way. If the semantics of type checking is to be included in the 
syntax of the property grammar, then a more complex terminal set is 
required. This could be accomplished by introducing more basic symbols 
such as real-identifier, label4dentifier, etc., or else having the nonneutral 
property of the table indicate the type. 
The next step is to select an underlying rammar. Some modification 
of the grammar might be required later to accommodate the properties, 
but we have never experienced difficulty in doing this. For example, if
type checking is to be included in the property grammar and the selected 
underlying rammar has only one type of expression, it may be required 
to expand the grammar to include real-expression, boolean-expression, 
etc., but this would not be a major change in the language structure. 
The finM step is to choose properties and attach vector sets to the 
underlying rammar. Properties are chosen to represent the semantic 
concepts involved and the vectors are defined to represent the semantics. 
To illustrate how this might be done, we will now specify in detail a 
language which reflects ome of the ALGOL semantics. 
The language we will specify may be described informally as follows: 
The language has symbols b, e, d~, u~, l~, and g~ where i ranges over a set 
I of identifiers and a string of these symbols is to be in the language if and 
only if it corresponds to a valid ALGOL program under the follow, ring 
interpretation : 
b = begin 
e ---- end  
d~ = declaration of i as a variable 
u~ = statement using i as a variable 
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l~ = statement labeled with i 
g~ = statement causing transfer to i. 
To construct a property grammar for this language, we let identifier 
set I be the index set and let the basic terminals be b, e, d, u, l, and g. The 
property set will contain {0, 1} and letting ~ for i in I be the table such 
that ~( j )  = 1 if i = j and ~( j )  = 0 if i ~ j and letting ~ be the table 
such that i-(i) = 0 for all i, we choose the terminal set a to be 
{b,e} X {~} [ j{d,u, l ,g} X {A~[i in I}. 
In other words, we choose terminal set (~ to consist of precisely those 
pairs which are representable in subscript notation by the symbols 
b, e, dl, u i ,  l~, and g~ for i in index set I. 
Next we pick an underlying grammar which gives an ALGOL-like 
syntax. This grammar is 
P ---> B 




where P, B, D, L, and S could be named descriptively as (program}, 
(block}, (declaration list}, (statement list}, and (statement} respectively. 
Thus P, B, D, L, and S become the basic nonterminai symbols for our 
grammar and P becomes the basic starting nonterminal. 
Next we choose the properties. We have already promised to use 0 and 
1 as properties and we complete the property set with four new properties 
2, 3, 4, and 5. We intend that the properties be interpreted as follows: 
0 -- neutral (or invisible) 
1 = subscript of terminal 
2 = declared as variable 
3 = declared as label 
4 = used as variable 
5 = used as label. 
Note how these are natural ALGOL concepts. The interpretations sug- 
gest vector sets which we add to the underlying rammar to obtain the 
rules shown in Fig. 1 Finally we choose constant able ~" to be the start- 
ing table. 
The choice of vector sets is easily understood when thinking bottom- 
up, i.e., thinking of the right-hand side in the past tense. For example, 
the three vectors for D --~ dD may be expressed in English as follows: 
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P~ B B~bDLe S---~B 
0 0 0 0000 0 0 
0 0200 4 4 








3 35  
3 53  
4 O4 
4 4o  
4 44  
5 05  
5 5O 
5 55  
D--~ d D 
0 O0 
2 02 








0 S'-~ g 
L -~E 0 0 
0 5 I 
FIG. 1. Production set of a property grammar 
(0, 0, 0) says that if a variable was undeclared before and is not declared 
by the present input, then it is still undeclared. (2, 0, 2) says that a 
variable declared in the past remains declared, whenever it is not men- 
tioned in the current declaration. (2, 1, 0) says that a variable not previ- 
ously declared becomes declared when mentioned in a declaration. The 
absence of vector (2, 1, 2) prevents a variable from being declared twice 
within the block. The absence of (0, 2, 3, 0) under the right hand side of 
the B production prevents an identifier from being declared both a 
variable and a label within the block. This same production insures that 
the declarations are made invisible to outer blocks. 
To illustrate use of the grammar, the derivation of string 
b d~ dB b d~ u~ gce uB lc u~ e 
is given in Fig. 2. The properties of identifiers A, B, and C are explicitly 
shown at each node. All other identifiers are assigned property 0 at each 
node. The reader may substitute d~ for de (thereby declaring A twice) 
and observe how the vector conditions can no longer be satisfied. 
One final remark about the grammar: Notice how the vector compo- 
nents under the right-hand sides determine the left-hand component. 
The grammar could therefore be put in bottom-up normal form by the 
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addition of an error property to the property set and the corresponding 
addition of appropriate vectors to the vector sets. In addition, the 
underlying context-free grammar can be recognized bottom-up by a 
deterministic pushdown machine (the grammar is LR (1)) and it follows 
the a deterministic pushdown table machine can recognize the language 
generated by the property grammar. 
F IN ITE-STATE TABLE MACHINES 
We will discuss briefly and informally the table generalization offinite- 
state machines. The name is somewhat inappropriate as the machine 
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has an infinite set of states of the form (s, T). The inputs are from the 
usual a and new state tables are computed by mergers. Acceptance is 
defined on the basis of s being an accepting state and r (i) being an 
accepting property for all i. The set of sequences accepted by the machine 
can be characterized as those generated by right or left linear property 
grammars. Because of Theorem 4 and the example in the proof, one can- 
not tell if the set accepted by a finite state table machine is empty, even 
if the machine is deterministic. I t is also a fact that the nondeterministic 
machines accept more sets than the deterministic ones. 
RELATED WORK 
A number of formal approaches have been taken toward the problem 
of extending context free grammars to handle semantic onditions like 
those of ALGOL. Those known to the authors are given in Whitney 
(1968), Bakker (1967), Aho (1968), Rosenkrantz (1969) and Ginsburg, 
Greibaeh and Harrison (1967). None of these approaches except Bakker 
(1967) can handle all the semantics exhibited in our ALGOL-like ex- 
ample. The method of Bakker (1967) which was used to define ALGOL 
68, can define all recursive sets and can therefore do ALGOL 60 with all 
semantic conditions, but its power prevents efficient general purpose 
recognition. Knuth (1968) has application to the problems of defining 
and processing properties. 
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